Reception Online Learning Tasks 26.4.2021
Literacy

Mathematics

Can you complete the following activities?
You will need a set of number cards up to 20
and a set of counting objects up to 20 and a
number line.
•
•
•

Count in 10’s up to 50 and then
challenge yourself to count up to 100.
Pick a card and say what is 1 more/1
less than the number.
Pick 3 random cards and order them
from the smallest to the biggest.
Repeat several times. Can you pick 3
cards and order them from the
biggest to smallest? Use your number
line to help.
PSED

Talk to your child about staying safe whilst outside the
school environment. Recap how we have looked at what
to do if we are lost at the shops and how we stay safe
whilst we are walking along and using roads. Share with
your child Pink Dilemma Drop ‘Pink at park with friends
and a stranger asks for help to look for dog’ which can
be found in Assignments. What should we do if
somebody we don’t know talks to us? Share your child’s
answers and discuss the importance of staying safe and
not to talk to strangers.

Fine Motor Skills
For this activity you will need a ball of play dough
which can be any colour. Watch the short video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9D5lfqZ
F3o
Now that we have warmed our fingers up can you
use your dough to make a zoo animal? You could
make a giraffe and roll out your dough to make it’s
long neck and add four legs, a tail and a body.
Maybe you could make your own zoo with
different animals. Have fun and remember
different techniques to roll, pinch, pat, flatten or
squeeze your dough.

Here are some home learning tasks to support you and your child whilst
they are learning at home. These tasks are in line with learning that
is/would have been taking place in school.
Our topic is ‘We are Kind’ and we will be looking at ‘Silly Doggy’ by
Adam Stower

This week we will be finishing ‘Silly
Doggy’.
Can you draw a story map of the
story and add some key words? Then
using your story map can you begin
to retell the story either writing
simple sentences or verbalising it
using a loud, clear voice and full
sentences to your adult.

We are really impressed with all the hard word you are completing at home as part of
your homework tasks.
On this overview are some ideas for learning this week.
Please adapt and support your child as much or little as you feel they need.
Work can be completed on paper or practically. Don’t feel you need to print out sheets
from the website – these can just be used as ideas and starters for your discussion and as
ways to record in your books.
Please continue to upload completed work to TEAMS.

Gross Motor Skills
Warm up – hop on one foot x 10 then swap
feet and repeat. Jump up and down x 20. Jog
on the spot for 30 secs then a minute.
Activity – Working with a partner which could
be your grown up or sibling can you throw the
ball to each other and catch it. Remember to
catch with both hands. Can you keep a score
of how many times you have caught the ball
without dropping it?
Cool down – Stretch up to the sky then down
to your toes x 5, Breathe in and out slowly x 5

Expressive Arts and Design

We will be looking at the different
skin prints of animals. Can you make
your own animal print such as a
zebra, giraffe or snake? You could
use paint, crayons, chalks or pencils
to create your animal print.
Look closely at the different shapes
and colours which you can see on
your chosen animal and make sure
to use the correct colours.

Phonics lessons will be allocated to your
child using their BugClub account. They
will be in line with the phonics lessons
for the phase your child is in. You will
also be allocated two books for your
child’s current phonic phase. Please read
at least three times per week, answering
comprehension questions and
completing the BugClub challenges!

